
EFFECTS OF WORLD WAR II IN GERMANY AND JAPAN

World War II was the deadliest military conflict in history. It lasted World War II killed around 70 million people, or 4
percent of the world's population. Hungary . 20,, Soviet Union. 9,, Germany. 5,, Poland Japanese war crimes caused 6
million deaths in China, Japan, Korea, Indochina, and the.

Austria called Ostmark by the Germans was separated from Germany and divided into four zones of
occupation. Overview The Atlantic Charter was a pivotal policy statement issued on August 14, , that defined
the Allied goals for the post-war world. However, after making approaches to the Allies in the autumn of it
was allowed to investigate the camps in the UK and French occupation zones of Germany, as well as to
provide relief to the prisoners held there. In general, East Central Europe moved west, in terms of frontier
changes, seen most evidently in those of Poland, which lost territory to the Soviet Union and gained it at the
expense of what had been Germany, and because of the movement of millions of people, expelled from their
homes and moving west in search of security. In , Germany invaded Belgium, the Netherlands, and France.
Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser does not support the audio element. In Asia and the
Pacific, between 3 million and more than 10 million civilians, mostly Chinese estimated at 7. The reasons for
this have been the subject of debate among historians: one answer has been that many of the problems facing
the German economy were able to be solved by the state's territorial expansion and even impelled that
expansion. About 12 million, mostly Eastern Europeans, were employed in the German war economy as
forced laborers. Whereas the Versailles Settlement had attempted to make frontiers coincide with national or
ethnic divisions, the aftermath of the Second World War saw peoples made to fit frontiers. The United States
lost , soldiers and about 2, civilians. SHARE not only measures major contemporaneous economic and health
outcomes of adults over age 50 in these European countries, but includes retrospective modules meant to
capture salient parts of early life experiences, including those related to the war. Up to 1 million civilians died
in Allied firebombing raids and two nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Eliot â€” , on both political
and cultural grounds, much of Western Europe was indeed transformed in the s into an increasingly
prosperous society, which, consumed cultural products as avidly as motor cars and washing machines.
Preparations of the text of the instrument of surrender began by representatives of the then three Allied
Powers, the U. It reduced global trade by 25 percent. Smith b investigated several quality markers and showed
that his childhood health instrument was successful in matching known secular trends in childhood illnesses
decades in the past. There were no international war crimes trials for French collaborators, who were tried in
the domestic courts. Among the aircraft are a number of jet and rocket propelled planes. To help rebuild the
country, the Soviet government obtained limited credits from Britain and Sweden; it refused assistance offered
by the United States under the Marshall Plan. Churchill rejected its universal applicability when it came to the
self-determination of subject nations such as British India. Around 80 percent of the Jews in German-occupied
Europe were killed. Statistics were, of course, massaged for five-year plans could not be seen to have failed,
but the success of Soviet science was seen as phenomenal in the West and was symbolised by the launch of
Sputnik in , while higher education was a priority in most Eastern European states, to an extent which
contradicts the widely held belief that education and economic prosperity necessarily go hand in hand. As the
Cold War developed, it became clear that only two powers in the world had emerged from the war with
enhanced strength and that these two "super powers" were the USA and the Soviet Union or USSR. Italy had
peaked in armaments production and military spending before her entry into the war and both war-related
production and the industrial economy as a whole fell back after 


